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Sunny Day Sunglass Case

Finished size: Approximately 4” x 8½” 
Pattern by Serina Victoria for Sewers Club



Materials
Fat Eighth of Exterior A (Pink)
Fat Eighth of Exterior B (Blue)
Fat Eighth of Lining (Orange)
Fat Eighth of Fusible Fleece (Light Pink)
Fat Eighth of Fusible Webbing (Grey)
Snaps of your choice (Optional)

Cutting
Exterior A
(2) 8½” x 5”
(1) 2” x 4”

Fusible Fleece
(2) 8½” x 5”

Applique
Trace the sunglass image on the paper side of 
the 3” x 6”  fusible webbing. 

Fuse the glue side of the fusible webbing to the 
wrong side of the 3” x 6” Exterior B rectangle.

Cut the sunglass image and peel the paper 
backing. Tip: When removing the paper side of 
the fusible webbing, a pin is helpful to tear an 
initial hole of the paper to easily peel it. Peeling 
from the edges will cause the fabric to fray. 

Center the image on the right side of the 8½” x 
5” Exterior A rectangle as pictured. Following 
the manufacturers instructions, fuse and sew 
around to secure the sunglass image.

Optional: Repeat the applique steps for the 
backside with the remaining Exterior A and 
Exterior B rectangles. 

Sewing ¼” Seam Allowance Throughout 
Fuse the two 8½” x 5” rectangles of fusible 
fleece to the wrong side of the two 8½” x 5” 
Exterior A rectangles.

Pair each 8½” x 5” rectangle of Exterior A with a 
10” x 5” rectangle of lining, creating two pairs. 

Keeping right sides together, match the top 5” 
sides and sew across to make your two panels. 
Press and open, sewing a top-stitch ¼” below 
the seam on the Exterior A side as pictured. 

Pay attention to the direction of the fabric when 
sewing the lining to the exterior pieces. The top 
of the fabric should be the 5” side sewn in the 
previous step. This will ensure that your lining is 
not upside down.

Exterior B
(2) 3” x 6”

Lining
(2) 10” x 5”

Side Tab
With the 2” x 4” rectangle, mark the middle on 
the wrong side of the 2” side. Fold the 4” edges 
in to meet the middle. The two raw edges 
should touch. 
 
Press and fold again in half so raw edges are 
folded in. Sew a top-stitch to secure the fold, 
creating your side tab.

Fold the tab in half, basting it in place ½” down 
from the seam joining the lining and exterior. 
The tab should be sewn to the Exterior A side. 

Assembly
With your two front and back panels, put right 
sides together and match center seam. Sew 
around leaving a 2½” opening in the lining to 
turn the case inside out. 

Turn the case inside out with raw edges of 
opening turned in. Press and sew to secure. 

Once turned inside out, tuck the lining in, 
leaving a rim of lining showing on the exterior of 
the case.

Snap Application
Using snaps of your choice follow the applica-
tion steps provided on the package. Apply the 
snaps centered on each side of the case as 
pictured. This is optional.

Note: You will notice during assembly of the 
case that your lining is longer than your exterior 
pieces. This is intentional so that when the 
lining is tucked into the case there is a rim of the 
lining showing on the top as pictured for detail. 

x2

Fusible Webbing
(2) 3” x 6”
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Note: A Fat Eighth 
Measures 9” x 21”


